Colliers International’s Seattle Office to Use 3D Mapping Software
from Seattle-Based DR-i-VE
Software Allows Commercial Real Estate Services Provider to Help Clients Synthesize and
Visualize Urban Environment for Key Real Estate Decisions
Seattle, May 6, 2014 – Seattle-based technology startup DR-i-VE is proud to announce its
newest client, the Seattle office of global real estate services firm Colliers International. Colliers
joins other early adopters who leverage DR-i-VE’s tools and services to support better decisions
for real property. Starting now, brokers in Colliers International’s Seattle office will use DR-iVE’s innovative proprietary technology to find and evaluate real estate opportunities.
“At Colliers, we strongly value our ability to offer in-depth analysis and insight into the local
marketplace to help clients make sound real estate decisions” states Dylan Simon, an
investment sales broker with Colliers International in Seattle, who is leading Colliers’ earlyadopter program with DR-i-VE. “The innovative DR-i-VE solution will allow us to synthesize
data across several key areas that affect investors’ real estate decisions, positioning us to add the
most value to our clients.”
DRiVEdecisions is a 3D platform for visually searching, analyzing and presenting information
relevant to urban development. It reveals interrelated factors, empowers clients to evaluate
needs and opportunities at a single glance, and enables more sophisticated decision-making for
real estate investors as well as developers and urban planners.
In addition to Colliers International, DR-i-VE’s technology is used by other leaders of Seattle’s
built environment, such as Washington Holdings, Daniels Development, and, on a pro bono
basis, the Seattle Planning Commission. The current prototype, seattle.drivedecisions.com,
offers an in-depth analysis of every property in Seattle, with more cities coming online soon.
ABOUT DR-I-VE
DR-i-VE was founded in 2012 with the goal of accelerating sustainable development through
data-driven decision-making. It leverages years of research on best practices in urban
sustainability and the best available 3D mapping technology. For more information about DR-iVE, please visit www.dr-i-ve.com, follow us on Twitter @drivedecisions, or call 206 659 8077.
ABOUT COLLIERS INTERNATIONAL
Colliers International is a global leader in commercial real estate services, with over 15,800
professionals operating out of more than 485 offices in 63 countries. A subsidiary of FirstService
Corporation, Colliers International delivers a full range of services to real estate users, owners
and investors worldwide, including global corporate solutions, brokerage, property and asset
management, hotel investment sales and consulting, valuation, consulting and appraisal
services, mortgage banking and insightful research. The latest annual survey by the Lipsey
Company ranked Colliers International as the second-most recognized commercial real estate
firm in the world. For the latest international news from Colliers International, visit
colliers.com/us/news, or follow us on Twitter: @ColliersIntl.
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